
Indulge 

            in the Artistry of Fine floor matting 
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Sand           Natural   Beige                               Taupe                          Tweed Brown 

Zinc           Walnut   Hunter Green                 Forest                          Loden 

Black Walnut                     Choco   Brown                             Autumn                         Rosewood 

Garnet           Burgundy   Crimson                          Charcoal                        Sterling 

Midnight Blue                  Azure   Steel Blue                        Black                             White 

Yellow        Gold                   Orange                           Bright Red                       Pink 

Kelly Green          Turquoise   Sky Blue                         Royal Blue                     Purple 

Natural                           Autumn                              Steel Blue 

Beige            Sterling                             Charcoal 

Berber color Assortments 

 A high end mat with over 1/2” thickness constructed 

from 52 oz. of polypropylene yarn per sq. yard 

 A non woven (needle punch) hobnail pattern 100% 

solution dyed UV stabilized fibers 

 Besides its luxurious look it is spike resistant and 

withstands tremendous wear 

 Its intricate pattern aggressively scrapes away dirt 

and absorbs moisture 

 Due to its durability and thickness it can also be in-

stalled in recessed flooring 

 Widely used in corporations looking for a grand look 

and tremendous functionality.It is also used in plant 

to office entrances, golf pro shops, and main lobbies 

of high rise buildings where a million foot traffic per 

year is expected 

Berber Specifications 
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Carpet color Assortments 
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 The ultimate mat of distinction with over 1/2 ”  thick con-

structed from cut pile nylon yarn with a total weight of 42 

ounces per square yard 

 Besides its luxurious look it withstands tremendous wear 

 Mold and mildew resistant, due to high density of fibers, 

nothing gets through and ease of vacuuming 

 Absorbs moisture and wipes away dirt from shoes 

 Affected by climate extremes and to be used indoors on-

ly 

 Withstands up to a million foot traffic per year 

 Widely used in main lobbies of major corporations and 

high rise buildings looking for a grand look 

Carpet Specifications 
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Design using templates 
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Template for custom fit 
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Recessed Pedimats 
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Recessed Pedimat 
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Recessed Carpet 
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Wet Area Mats 
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Anti-Fatigue Mats 
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Elevator protection pads 
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Pads color Assortments 
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Handcrafted by the finest  

American Craftsmen from start to finish 

right here in the bay area California 

Mats of Distinction 

Made in USA 

1-877-628-7787 

sales@matguys.com 

www.matguys.com 


